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Abstract: Lake surface water temperature (LSWT) has significantly increased over China and even
globally in recent decades due to climate change. However, the responses of LSWTs to climate
warming in various climatic regions remain unclear due to the limited lake observations. Satellite-
observed LSWT data from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) dataset
were extended using the air2water model. This research aimed to investigate summer LSWT trends
across various climatic zones in China, shedding light on the complex interplay between surface
air temperatures and LSWT from 1950 to 2020. The results demonstrate robust model performance,
with high Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency coefficients, affirming its capability to simulate LSWT variability.
Regional disparities in LSWT patterns are identified, revealing notable warming trends in dryland
lakes, particularly in central Inner Mongolia. Notably, the study unveils a substantial increase in the
intensity and duration of lake heatwaves, especially in semi-arid regions. Dryland lake heatwaves
emerge as dominant contributors to intensified LSWT warming, showcasing stronger and longer-
lasting events than humid regions. The research highlights a positive feedback loop between lake
warming and heatwaves, further amplifying dryland LSWT warming. These findings underscore the
vulnerability of dryland lakes to climate change and signal the potential ramifications of increased
greenhouse gas concentrations.

Keywords: lake heatwaves; dryland; China; warming efficiencies

1. Introduction

Lakes serve as repositories of substantial liquid surface freshwater [1], constituting
valuable natural reservoirs essential for the sustenance of aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems,
agricultural and fishery productivity, provision of ecosystem services to human populations,
and modulation of climatic conditions [2–4]. Key aspects such as lake surface water
temperature (LSWT), lake ice cover, lake mixing regimes, and dimensions (area and water
level) are particularly susceptible to climatic changes induced by global warming [5,6].
LSWT emerges as a critical indicator within the spectrum of diverse lake variables, acting
as a regulatory factor that mediates the direct impact of climate dynamics on lacustrine
environments [7–9]. Over recent decades, there has been a discernible and accelerated
warming in summer LSWTs across most lakes worldwide, manifesting at an average rate of
0.34 ◦C per decade [10,11]. Notably, numerous locations exhibit a more pronounced increase
in summer LSWT than the concurrent warming trends observed in local air temperatures.
Nevertheless, the rate of warming in LSWT shows spatial variability, lacking a discernible
regional uniformity, as noted by O’Reilly et al. [11]. A recent investigation employing
satellite observations spanning the global landscape from 1995 to 2016 revealed that the
warming in LSWT over drylands surpassed that observed in humid regions during the
specified timeframe [12].
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A significant portion of the research addressing the impacts of global warming on
lakes has primarily emphasized seasonal or annual fluctuations in the mean temperature
of lake surface water. Previous studies have posited a sustained, long-term warming
trend in lakes globally. In contrast, there is a notable absence of knowledge concerning
lake heatwaves, similar to marine heatwaves, characterized by a period of warm lake
surface water temperature. Woolway et al. [13] introduced the novel concept of lake
heatwaves, revealing, for the first time, that lake heatwaves become more intense and longer
lasting within a warming world. This study also underscored the heightened sensitivity
of lake heatwaves to climatic variations. Subsequent investigations have substantiated
the affirmative patterns in the attributes of lake heatwaves, encompassing factors such
as frequency, duration, and intensity, spanning from regional to global extents [14–16]. It
has been posited that 94% of the identified severe heatwaves observed during the satellite
data-taking period exhibit indications of anthropogenic influence.

Moreover, severe heatwaves are estimated to occur at 3 to 25 times higher tempera-
tures in a warmer world, relative to a scenario without anthropogenic impact [15]. The
documented rise in lake heatwaves is also linked to changes in the occurrence of algal
blooms [17], organism mortality [18], poor water quality [19], and stability in the produc-
tivity of lakes worldwide [20]. Cumulative evidence suggests that the warming of lake
surfaces, particularly the heightened incidence of lake heatwaves, has exerted a significant
impact on the physical and chemical environment of aquatic systems [21], consequently
influencing biodiversity and human health in the broader context [22].

Notwithstanding an increasing recognition of their significance, the scientific com-
prehension of lake heatwaves remains in a nascent stage, notably lagging behind the
understanding of their atmospheric and marine counterparts [22]. Given the acknowl-
edged substantial warming of lakes in drylands, inquiries into potential distinctions in the
characteristics of lake heatwaves between drylands and humid regions, as well as the role
played by lake heatwaves in the augmented warming of dryland lakes, necessitate further
exploration and investigation. A notable challenge lies in the impracticality of directly sim-
ulating the surface temperatures of billions of lakes over an extended temporal span. It is
deemed more pragmatic to ascertain and validate the lake warming patterns characteristic
of specific regions, such as China, which exhibits significant warming in its drylands under
global climate change [23,24]. Furthermore, approximately half of China’s lakes, totaling
2600 lakes with sizes exceeding 1 km2, are in dryland areas, encompassing around 1% of
the nation’s total land area [25,26]. The interplay of climate warming and aridification
exacerbates water scarcity in these drylands [27], resulting in the overall contraction or
disappearance of lakes within this context [28–32].

Given that lakes play a pivotal role in influencing regional weather and climate by
modulating local air humidity [33,34], China’s dryland lakes are perceived as particularly
susceptible to the effects of global warming. The dynamics of LSWT and its response
to climate change remain uncertain, especially when considering the fragility of dryland
environments, necessitating a more nuanced and detailed examination. Consequently, the
analysis of the pattern and processes of warming in Chinese lakes assumes significance in
unraveling the responses and mechanisms underlying lake warming. Our study focuses on
discerning regional disparities in LSWT to investigate the evolving pattern of lake warming
across the various climatic zones in China and to elucidate the role of lake heatwaves.
Specifically, our objectives address the following inquiries: (1) In recent decades, how
have the patterns of lake warming varied across the distinct climatic zones in China in
response to global warming? (2) What are the responses of lake heatwaves to the rising
water temperatures, and are there discernible differences between dryland and humid
regions? (3) Through examining the impact of lake heatwaves, what insights can be gleaned
regarding observed warming in the dryland lakes of China?
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2. Data and Methods
2.1. LSWT Data

Daily LSWTs from 2000 to 2020 across China were acquired at a spatial resolution
of 1 km from MOD11A1 data [35]. These datasets are accessible at https://lpdaac.usgs.
gov/products/mod11a1v006/ (accessed on 30 April 2020). The delineation of Chinese
lake boundaries, as provided by Zhang et al. [31], was employed to extract pertinent lake
data from the MODIS data products, utilizing the AρρEEARS tool (https://lpdaacsvc.cr.
usgs.gov/appeears/) (accessed on 30 April 2020), an application developed by the Land
Processes Distributed Active Archive Center (LP DAAC). Both daytime and nighttime
land surface temperature (LST) products for each lake, along with their respective quality
control values, were retrieved. Ensuring uniform quality standards, the mean LSWTs were
computed by averaging the daytime and nighttime LSTs. Daily LSWTs were subsequently
determined by averaging values within each lake region. For this study, the definition
of summer corresponds to July, August, and September (JAS), aligning with definitions
utilized in prior research endeavors [10,11,36].

2.2. Meteorological Data

In this research, climate zones were categorized utilizing monthly mean precipitation
and potential evapotranspiration data obtained from the Climatic Research Unit (CRU
data version 4.05) from 1950 to 2020 [37]. The trend in air temperature was computed
using monthly mean air temperature data, featuring a spatial resolution of 0.25◦, derived
from the ERA5 reanalysis datasets from 1950 to 2020 [38]. Daily mean air temperature and
geopotential height data, with a spatial resolution of 0.25◦, were retrieved from the ERA5
reanalysis datasets [39] and applied in the air2water model. For the consideration of each
lake’s air temperature, the lapse rate (Γ) was employed to adjust the surface air temperature
to corresponding over-lake values, particularly when the elevations of the lake and the
model grid did not align [40,41].

2.3. The Air2water Model

The air2water model, an open-source simulation model for LSWT, exclusively relies
on air temperature as input forcing data [42]. Rooted in a volume-integrated heat balance
equation applied to the well-mixed surface layer of lakes within the model, the model
linearizes and simplifies the heat flux components at the lake–atmosphere interface, with
air temperature serving as the sole variable encapsulating the overall climate forcing. Char-
acterized by a straightforward ordinary differential equation, the model has demonstrated
efficacy in generating daily LSWT simulations. A distinctive attribute of the air2water
model is its incorporation of lake thermal stratification through empirical closure, setting it
apart from simplistic statistical models. This feature is pivotal in achieving performance
levels comparable to those of more intricate deterministic models. The model’s simplicity,
coupled with its proven suitability for climate change investigations [43], has resulted in its
widespread adoption for predicting LSWT globally [42–45].

The calibration of the air2water model involved an initial comparison of simulated
LSWTs using air temperatures derived from the ERA5 reanalysis data with observed LSWTs
obtained from MOD11A1 during the 2000–2020 period in this investigation. Subsequently,
the calibrated model was applied to simulate LSWT for the broader temporal span of
1950–2020. The assessment of the air2water model’s accuracy in simulating LSWT employed
the Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) index [46]. The NSE index is defined as Equation (1),
where Q0 is the observational data, Qm is the simulated data, Qt is the value of time t, and
Q is the average.

NSE = 1 −
∑T

t=1 (Q
t
0 − Qt

m

)2

∑T
t=1 (Q

t
0 − Q0

)2 (1)

https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/products/mod11a1v006/
https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/products/mod11a1v006/
https://lpdaacsvc.cr.usgs.gov/appeears/
https://lpdaacsvc.cr.usgs.gov/appeears/
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The NSE index, ranging from −∞ to 1, signifies a perfect match between measured
and simulated values when equal to 1. In this study, lakes with NSEs exceeding 0.8 were
identified as well-simulated lakes and selected for further analysis.

2.4. Climate Regionalization

The aridity index (AI), defined as the ratio of annual precipitation to annual potential
evapotranspiration (PET), serves as a key parameter in this analysis. The classification
of the four climatic zones is contingent upon their respective AI values: arid (AI < 0.2),
semi-arid (0.2 ≤ AI <0.5), dry subhumid (0.5 ≤ AI < 0.65), and humid (AI ≥ 0.65) regions.
The delineation of China’s climatic zones is depicted in Figure 1a. In subsequent sections,
arid, semi-arid, and dry subhumid collectively refer to drylands [47–49]. Figure 1b presents
regionally averaged annual mean summer air temperature (AT) trends as a function of
the climatological mean AI and illustrates that China’s regions experiencing the greatest
summer warming rates predominantly fall within AI values of 0.2 to 0.6. The warming rate
progressively intensifies in areas with AI values less than 0.4, reaching a zenith in regions
with AI values hovering around 0.4, characterized by the swiftest warming rates in China.
Subsequently, the warming rate gradually diminishes in regions with AI values surpassing
0.4. Consequently, drylands exhibit a more accelerated warming trend compared to humid
regions.
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Figure 1. (a) Spatial distribution of climatological annually averaged AI values between 1950 and
2020, as determined from the CRU dataset. The dots in (a) represent the locations of Chinese lakes.
The colors of the dots represent the lake areas. (b) Regionally averaged annual mean air temperature
(AT) trends as a function of the climatological mean AI in China.

2.5. Definition of Lake Heatwaves

Lake heatwaves were operationally defined as periods during which daily LSWTs
exceeded locally and seasonally varying 90th percentile thresholds for a minimum duration
of five consecutive days. These thresholds were computed for each calendar day by
employing an 11-day window centered on the respective date throughout the climatological
periods from 1950 to 2020. The calculation involved a 31-day moving average smoothing
process [13,14]. To ensure robustness, instances of two lake heatwave events with an
interruption of fewer than three days were consolidated and treated as a singular event.
The present study investigates the critical characteristics of lake heatwaves, specifically
their duration and intensity.

2.6. Warming Efficiency

Toffolon et al. [50] introduced a straightforward lake-averaged metric termed “warm-
ing efficiency”, denoted as η, which quantifies the extent of change in LSWT relative to
alterations in air temperature. For each lake, the five coldest and five warmest years,
determined based on the mean summer LSWTs, were identified from 1950 to 2020. The
mean summer air temperatures and LSWTs from these selected years were then aver-
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aged, yielding representative values for the coldest (ATcold and LSWTcold) and warmest
(ATwarm and LSWTwarm

)
, with the overbar denoting averaging over the correspond-

ing five years. The changes in air temperature (∆AT = ATwarm − ATcold) and LSWT
( ∆LSWT = LSWTwarm − LSWTcold

)
between the warmest and coldest years were subse-

quently computed. The summer warming efficiency η was then calculated as the ratio of
the changes in LSWT to air temperature changes:

η =
∆LSWT

∆AT
(2)

In the present study, we computed the warming efficiency for each lake and subse-
quently averaged these values within the four climatic zones.

3. Results
3.1. Assessment of Simulated Long-Term Lake Temperatures Using the air2water Model

The air2water model, designed for simulating LSWTs based on surface air temper-
atures, has demonstrated robust performance in reproducing LSWT variability through
comparative assessments with observed LSWTs [51–53]. This capacity presents an oppor-
tunity to extend the temporal scope of LSWT observations and explore long-term trends.
Based on air temperatures derived from the ERA5 dataset, we extended the LSWT dataset
to cover the period from 1950 to 2020, following an evaluation against observed LSWTs
from the MODIS dataset. Validation of the air2water model’s performance utilized the
Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) coefficient, as depicted in Figure 2. The results reveal
NSE values exceeding 0.8 over most lakes, indicative of a high simulation performance.
However, due to observational uncertainties associated with lakes on the Tibetan Plateau,
influenced by terrain and elevation, the simulation outcomes for this region are deemed
inadequate. To ensure the precision of LSWT simulations, lakes with NSEs greater than 0.8
were selectively considered to analyze LSWT variations and geographical patterns between
1950 and 2020 [41].
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Figure 2. Spatial patterns in the performance of the air2water model, evaluated via the NSE coefficient
between the observed and simulated daily LSWTs over 2000–2020.

3.2. Enhanced LSWT Warming in Dryland Lakes over China

Figure 3 illustrates the interannual variations in the regional average LSWTs across
China from 1950 to 2020. The summer LSWT of all lakes in China exhibited a warming trend
at a rate of 0.12 ◦C per decade, marginally slower than the corresponding warming trend in
air temperature (0.17 ◦C per decade, Figure 3a). The latest report indicates that from 1901
to 2022, the annual average surface temperature in China has shown a significant upward
trend, increasing by an average of 0.16 ◦C every decade. This is higher than the global
average warming level during the same period. Prior to 1990, it was below the average,
but afterward, it became above the average. This is consistent with the evolutionary
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characteristics of lake temperatures discussed in this article. Over the past 71 years, notable
fluctuations in LSWTs have been observed. Subsequently, a consistent upward trajectory in
total LSWT was noted after 1993. Piccolroaz et al. [41] reported substantial variability in the
annual average LSWT trend throughout the twentieth century, with significant warming
evident in the Northern Hemisphere post-1980, consistent with the present study’s findings.
Regional disparities in LSWT patterns among Chinese lakes are clear, with most lakes
exhibiting warming trends, except for select lakes in Northwest China that are experiencing
cooling (Figure 3b). The summer LSWT trends for specific lakes range from −0.09 to
0.35 ◦C per decade (Figure 3b). Geographically, the LSWT trends in China display a
decreasing gradient from north to south, with lakes in northeastern China experiencing a
notably higher warming pace than the national average. Examining air temperature trends,
except for a slight negative trend observed in western Xinjiang, air temperature generally
indicates an increasing trend from 1950 to 2020, with northeastern China and the Tibetan
Plateau exhibiting more pronounced warming compared to other regions (Figure 3c). A
comparative analysis of regional changes in LSWT and air temperature reveals a consistent
correlation between the increasing trend in LSWT and warmer regions with rising air
temperatures. This observation underscores the consistency between changes in summer
air temperature and LSWT.
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The lakes within the four distinct climatic zones exhibited a warming trend during
the summer period spanning from 1950 to 2020, with trends measured at 0.07, 0.21, 0.13,
and 0.06 ◦C per decade (Figure 4). Notably, lakes in the semi-arid region, predominantly
situated in central Inner Mongolia, experienced the most rapid warming, followed by lakes
in the semi-humid region, and subsequently by lakes in the arid and humid regions. In arid
regions, the LSWT of lakes displayed a decline in the early stages, followed by an upward
trend in the later stages. The approximate year 1970 signifies a turning point in Chinese
interannual variations. Conversely, LSWTs exhibited more pronounced fluctuations in
humid regions and a comparatively slower increase. The regional distribution of the
trend highlights significant LSWT warming in the semi-arid zone (Figure 4d). Observable
differences exist among climatic zones in terms of the number and cumulative area of
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lakes within each climate region (Figure 5a). The number of lakes in the semi-arid and
humid regions surpasses those in the arid and semi-humid regions by more than threefold,
collectively constituting over 75% of the total number of lakes examined in this study.
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Finally, Figure 5b presents the trends in summer LSWT and air temperature across
different climatic zones. Upon comparing the warming rates of lakes in various climatic
zones, it was observed that dryland lakes exhibited a summer warming rate of 0.14 ◦C
per decade, surpassing that of humid-region lakes by over 100%, which recorded a rate of
0.07 ◦C per decade. The semi-arid zone exhibited the most substantial increase in LSWT.
Similarly, in comparison to the humid region (0.10 ◦C per decade), air temperature warming
in drylands (0.19 ◦C per decade) was more pronounced. Consequently, we propose that the
disparity in summer LSWT warming between drylands and humid regions is intricately
linked to regional air temperature warming. Existing evidence suggests that air temperature
serves as the primary driver of LSWT changes [11,44]. The heightened warming of air
temperatures in drylands contributes to the more substantial warming of summer LSWT in
these regions. In summary, our findings indicate that summer LSWT in China’s drylands
has consistently surpassed that in humid regions, implying the potential vulnerability of
dryland lakes to the pronounced warming trends in China’s drylands.

3.3. Trend of Lake Heatwaves in China

Lake heatwaves, characterized by prolonged periods of elevated LSWT, have under-
gone significant alterations attributed to the pronounced warming of LSWT. In this context,
we undertake a quantitative assessment of the spatial and temporal variations in the in-
tensity and duration of lake heatwaves across different climate zones. With the exception
of the duration in the arid region (−0.20 ◦C per decade), all analyzed properties of lake
heatwaves exhibit positive trends from 1950 to 2020 (Figure 6). In China, the average dura-
tion of lake heatwaves experienced a decade-by-decade increase of 0.06 days, ranging from
slightly over 5 to approximately 16 days, with an average of 6.8 days. The average intensity
witnessed a rise of 0.08 ◦C per decade, culminating in a total increase of 0.6 ◦C over the
71-year study period (Figure 6a). Drylands (Figure 6c) exhibited a comparatively shorter
average duration (6.5 days) than humid regions (Figure 6i) (7.3 days), while the average
intensity in drylands (Figure 6d) (4.2 ◦C) surpassed that in the humid region (Figure 6j)
by 31% (3.2 ◦C). Regions in southeastern China and southwestern Xinjiang manifested
more prolonged episodes, while the intensity showed an opposing trend, with stronger
lake heatwaves observed in northern China’s semi-arid region, featuring temperatures
peaking at 6.2 ◦C and a mean of 4.3 ◦C (Figure 6f). Furthermore, the annual total duration
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of lake heatwaves demonstrated a faster growth rate (0.18 days per decade) compared to
the average duration (Figure 7).
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is the mean duration, and the blue line on the right is the mean intensity. Yellow lines indicate the
boundaries of different climatic zones.
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Figure 7. Spatiotemporal pattern of annual duration of summer lake heatwave in China and four
climatic zones from 1950 to 2020. (a–e) represent arid, semi-arid, dry semi-humid, and humid areas
of the country, respectively. The red line shows the annual total duration series of summer lake
heatwaves. Yellow lines indicate the boundaries of different climatic zones.

The annual total duration of lake heatwaves in the arid region exhibited a consistent
negative trend (−0.05 ◦C per decade), mirroring the mean duration (Figures 6c and 7b).
Conversely, the other three climatic zones displayed positive trends, with mean annual
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total durations of 8.0 days, 7.3 days, and 9.8 days per year, respectively. In terms of regional
distribution, the total duration of lake heatwaves was most extensive in southern China’s
humid region and Xinjiang’s desert region. Notably, the mean duration and intensity of
lake heatwaves in northeastern China’s semi-arid region displayed significant positive
trends, while other regions exhibited lower or even negative trends (Figure 8). Specifically,
Figure 8c elucidates that the semi-arid region showcased the most substantial trends in
duration (0.16 ◦C per decade) and intensity (0.10 ◦C per decade).
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Throughout the analyzed period, the intensity of lake heatwaves increased across
all four climatic zones. The negative trend in the mean duration of lake heatwaves in
the arid region (−0.07 ◦C per decade) implies a shortening of lake heatwave durations in
this region. Dryland lake heatwaves continued to intensify in both duration and intensity
(0.08 days/0.08 ◦C per decade), whereas those in the humid region exhibited a compar-
atively slower increase (0.07 days/0.03 ◦C per decade). In conclusion, China witnessed
an increase in the average duration, total duration, and intensity of lake heatwaves. The
intensity of lake heatwaves in drylands surpassed that in humid regions by 1.3 times, while
the duration and total duration of lake heatwaves in the humid region exceeded those in
drylands by 1.1 times.

In accordance with the observed trends, drylands exhibited more intense lake heat-
waves than humid regions in terms of intensity, while the duration increased at a compa-
rable rate. This discrepancy aligns with expectations, as the intensity of lake heatwaves
is intricately linked to variations in air temperature [14]. Regions characterized by sub-
stantial fluctuations in surface temperature, such as high-latitude areas, experience more
pronounced temperature warming in lakes, whereas the reverse is true for low-latitude
lakes. This supports our conclusion that the considerable warming observed in China’s
drylands has led to more intense dryland lake heatwaves. Dryland lakes demonstrate a
heightened sensitivity to variations in dryland air temperature.

Additionally, it is noteworthy that high-latitude lake heatwave events tend to be
shorter than those at lower latitudes, which is consistent with our findings indicating
that high-latitude dryland lakes exhibit shorter heatwave durations than lakes in humid
regions at lower latitudes. The increase in the mean spatial extent of lake heatwaves is
primarily attributed to a rise in the duration of these heatwaves [14]. It is plausible that
the augmented duration of lake heatwaves over the research period was accompanied by
an expansion in the area of lake heatwaves in drylands. The more substantial increases in
dryland LSWTs contribute to more frequent and prolonged dryland lake heatwaves.

3.4. Role of Lake Heatwaves in Enhanced Dryland LSWT Warming

Dryland lake heatwaves exhibit greater strength and duration compared to those in
humid regions, implying a significant role in the intensified warming of dryland LSWT.
Consequently, we explored the warming efficiency η (Equation (1)) during both heatwave
and non-heatwave periods over lakes (Figure 9). Warming efficiency, denoting the ratio
of LSWT changes to air temperature changes, serves as an indicator of the energy transfer
rate from air temperature to LSWT. The η values range between 0.7 and 0.8, slightly below
1, consistent with Figure 5b, depicting that LSWT warming lags behind air temperature
warming. Notably, during lake heatwaves, semi-arid regions exhibit the strongest response,
while humid regions exhibit the smallest response. Conversely, during non-heatwave
periods, warming efficiencies in the four climatic zones exhibit similar values, with the
semi-arid regions displaying the weakest response.

Examining specific periods, the average warming efficiency in drylands during lake
heatwaves stood at 0.79, surpassing the 0.75 obtained during non-heatwave periods in
drylands. Additionally, the warming efficiency in drylands during non-heatwave periods
aligns with that in humid regions, both registering a value of 0.75. Overall, drylands
exhibit a higher warming efficiency during lake heatwaves than during non-heatwave
periods. Specifically, drylands featuring only lake heatwaves demonstrate a higher warm-
ing efficiency than humid regions. This suggests that during lake heatwaves, dryland
lakes exhibit heightened sensitivity to changes in air temperature, evident in their high
warming efficiency and robust warming trends. Consequently, the trend in LSWT warming
is influenced by both increased air temperature trends and greater warming efficiencies in
dryland lakes compared to humid regions.

The interactions between LSWT warming and lake heatwaves may engender positive
feedback loops, amplifying dryland LSWT warming. Under global warming conditions, the
acceleration of dryland LSWTs surpasses that of humid regions, driven by air temperature
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trends. The elevated dryland LSWTs contribute to increased frequency and prolonged
duration of lake heatwaves. Importantly, during lake heatwaves, the warming efficiency
rises compared to non-heatwave periods. This heightened efficiency supports the am-
plification of both lake heatwaves and LSWT warming. Notably, the most substantial
changes in warming efficiency between lake heatwaves and non-heatwave periods occur in
semi-arid regions, fostering the intensification of dryland LSWT warming. These processes
collectively form a positive feedback loop, with lake warming and lake heatwaves mutually
reinforcing each other in drylands, as depicted in Figure 10. Crucially, as concentrations
of greenhouse gases (GHGs) continue to increase due to human activities, the positive
feedback effect outlined here suggests that lake heatwaves will become more frequent and
intense in a warming world.
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4. Conclusions and Discussion

This study utilized the air2water model to extend daily lake surface water temperatures
(LSWTs) in Chinese lakes, spanning from 1950 to 2020, aiming to explore the responses
of LSWT warming and the role of lake heatwaves. The findings revealed a warming
trend in the summer LSWT of Chinese lakes, slightly lagging behind the increase in air
temperature. Remarkable temporal variations were observed, including a decline from
1955 to 1970, a resurgence between 1975 and 1993, and a consistent rise post-1993. Regional
disparities were evident, with lakes in the semi-arid region exhibiting the most rapid
warming, followed by those in the semi-humid, arid, and humid regions. Analysis of lake
heatwaves, characterized by prolonged elevated LSWT periods, demonstrated positive
trends in duration and intensity across different climatic zones from 1950 to 2020. Drylands
displayed more intense and prolonged heatwaves compared to humid regions. The study
further assessed the warming efficiency during lake heatwaves, indicating the energy
transfer rate from air temperature to LSWT, revealing higher values in drylands than in
humid regions. This suggests the heightened sensitivity of dryland lakes to air temperature
changes during heatwaves. Moreover, the research highlighted a positive feedback loop
between LSWT warming and lake heatwaves, particularly pronounced in semi-arid regions.
Dryland LSWTs increased more rapidly than in humid regions under global warming,
contributing to the increased frequency and duration of lake heatwaves. The intensified
lake heatwaves, in turn, elevated the warming efficiency, amplifying both lake heatwaves
and LSWT warming. With the ongoing rise in greenhouse gas concentrations, the study
implies a potential escalation of lake heatwaves, particularly in drylands.

While the air2water model provided an extended analysis of daily LSWT, it also comes
with inherent limitations. Firstly, the model might be constrained by the quality and spatial
resolution of input data, which could affect the accuracy of the model outputs. Additionally,
the model may not account for other factors influencing LSWT, such as lake geomorpholog-
ical characteristics or anthropogenic activities. Such limitations could introduce biases or
misconceptions in certain conclusions. Although this study primarily focused on summer
lake heatwaves, it does not preclude the possibility of similar phenomena occurring in other
seasons. To gain a comprehensive understanding of the impacts and mechanisms of lake
heatwaves, future research should consider patterns across all seasons. Lake heatwaves
could have profound implications for ecosystems. Firstly, sustained high temperatures
could degrade water quality, leading to phenomena such as eutrophication and oxygen
depletion, thereby affecting aquatic biota. Secondly, heatwaves might alter the structure
and functioning of lake ecosystems, such as reducing species diversity or disrupting food
chains. These changes could compromise the ecological balance and sustainability of lakes.
Meanwhile, inland waters such as lakes are important CO2 emitters; however, accurately
estimating the emissions is still a big challenge, leading to large uncertainty in the terrestrial
carbon sink estimation [54]. Human activities have increased reactive nitrogen (Nr) input
to terrestrial ecosystems compared with the pre-industrial era. New findings imply that
Nr burial in lakes is overlooked as an important global sink of Nr input to terrestrial
ecosystems [55].

The heightened sensitivity of lakes in drylands to temperature changes during heat-
waves may be attributed to their geographical, climatic, and ecological characteristics.
Firstly, lakes in drylands are typically smaller and more susceptible to temperature fluctu-
ations due to their limited volume. Secondly, these lakes often exist in arid or semi-arid
regions where water resources are already limited, rendering them more vulnerable. Ad-
ditionally, the ecosystems of dryland lakes may be under significant stress, such as water
scarcity or reduced biodiversity, making them more susceptible to temperature changes
and heatwaves. The size of the lake might influence the rate of temperature increase. Gen-
erally, larger lakes with greater volume and thermal inertia may not experience significant
temperature changes in the short term. Conversely, smaller or shallower lakes, due to
their reduced volume, might be more susceptible to external climatic factors, potentially
leading to faster warming rates. Thus, the lake area serves as a crucial factor affecting the
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rate of temperature change in lakes, necessitating further investigation into its underlying
mechanisms. In summary, these discussion points provide a deeper understanding of lake
heatwave phenomena and their potential implications while highlighting key factors and
directions that warrant further research and consideration.
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